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ABSTRACT

A study of the elastic and optical properties of some Eu-monochalcogenides with
NaCl structure has been carried out in this paper. Various anharmonic properties e.g.
thermal expansion , third order elastic constants, Gruneisen parameter, and the pressure
and temperature derivatives of second order elastic constants of EuS and EuO are also
studied, A comparison of the calculated elastic and dielectric properties with the available
experimental results and other theoretical estimates gives an indication of the applicability
of the methods applied.
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1 Introduction

The europium monochalcogenides are divalent compounds of the type Eu^X'1'. They
crystallize in the face centred cubic NaCl- structure, where ionic interactions are ex-
pected to be predominant. The lattice constant increases with increasing anion radius.
The simplicity of the structure and variability of the magnetic behaviour have made these
compounds useful materials for experimental and theoretical studies. During the past
thirty years the Eu-monochalcogenides have received tremendous interest by workers all
over the world [1-21]. One obvious reason was the hope of using these magnetic semi-
conductors industrially, e.g. in the form of fast, light beam addressable memory systems
in computers, as magneto-optical modulators or as magnetic field activated electronic
switches [l]. The various ways in which light interacts with matter (i.e. reflection, trans-
mission, absorption, scattering, or emission) are of practical interest. The sl.inly of the
optical properties of solids has proved to be a powerful tool in our basic understanding
of the electronic and atomic structure of materials [1,22]. The Eu-chalcogenides order
magnetically at low temperature. EuS and EuO become ferromagnetic at ~ Hi.5 K and
~ 69.4 K, respectively. The optical and magnetic properties are both determined by the
localized 4f-electrons of the europium ions and they show a close correlation due to large
exchange interaction between electrons in 4F- and od- or 6s- stales. 'These materials have
half-filled 4f shells which are responsible for various anomalous magnetic, optical and
electrical properties [2].

The elastic behaviour, vibrational anharmoincity and the pressure derivatives of the
elastic constants are particularly sensitive to the short range interionic repulsions in the
lattice potential. Shapira and Reed [12] determined the elastic constants of the Eu-
chakogenides at 77K by measuring the sound velocities along the [100] and [i 10] direc-
tions. Benbattouche et al. [19] measured the velocities of ultrasonic waves propagated
in inonocrystalline EuS as a function of temperature and pressure. Measured elastic
stiffness and their hydrostatic pressure dependences are used to establish the vibrational
anharmonicity of the long wavelength acoustic modes. Anomalous decrease of the ve-
locities of each ultrasonic mode near the ('uric temperature are related with magnetic
interactions. There has also been discussions about, inconsistencies between the elastic
moduli data reported in the literature [11,1!)]. Pressure induced phase transitions in Eu-
monochalcogenides have also attracted the attention of many workers and hence a num-
ber of works has been reported on the. pressure-volume relationship in these compounds
[3,4,..6,8,16,17]. Fuchikami and Ishioka [23] investigated the pressure-volume relationship
in samarium compounds assuming a suitable volume dependence of the f-d excitation en-
ergy and taking into consideration the lattice elastic energy. Compared to EuS very little
work on EuO pertaining to second order clastic constants (SOEC), third order elastic
constants (TOEC), compressions and phonon frequencies have been carried out so tar.

In order to explain the anharmonic properties of solids, the TOECs play an important
role. Crystal anharmonicities such as thermal expansion, high temperature specific heat,
low-temperature sound attenuation are related to the TOEC [17,24,25]. Thermophysical
properties of crystals e.g. lattice constants, thermal expansivity, compressibility and
clastic moduli essentially depend on the anharmonicity. Temperature derivative of elastic
constants, which play important role with various properties of crystals, can be discussed
in terms of phonon-lattice interactions.

The Gruneisen constant is fundamental to the study of many basic phenomena, in



solids. The knowledge of this constant enables one to get information on the anhar-
monicity in a solid and to predict a variety of physical properties, such as the coefficient
of thermal expansion, the equation of state, and thermoelastic properties [25,26]. The
TOEC's are useful in calculating the generalized Griineisen parameter which describe the
strain dependence of the lattice vibrational frequencies.

The crystal structure and other properties of a particular solid are absorbed in the
single parameter railed the Debye temperature, So- Its value for many metals are com-
parable with room temperature, indicating that the quantum mechanical nature of the
lattice vibrations manifests itself at relatively high temperatures [27]. Schottkv formation
energy of ionic crystals has been shown to be related with 0o [28.29]. Thus the Debye
temperature is also an important parameter which needs some consideration.

The analysis of the reflectivity data in terms of the optical constants has been per-
formed by Guntherodt [14], Wachtcr [1] and bofgrcn [2]. The absorbtion edge and the
energy gap are found to increase in energy lor the oxide tn the telluride. Some of the
optical constants derived by these and other workers (see for example [2]) using different
experimental techniques differ from each other. The possible reasons have been discussed
by Ldfgren [2].

The motivation of the work stems from the inconsistencies and variation of the reported
data on elastic moduli (for EuS) and optical constants in the literature obtained by
different techniques. Moreover the Eu-cha,lcogenides deserve a .similar type of analysis
recently applied to Li(H,D) and Na(H.D) systems [25]. Section 2 consists of the basis of
calculations. In section 3 results and discussions are presented.

2 Basis of Calculations
If ®nv[i') represents the interaction energy between ions JL and v . the combined expressions
for elastic constants can be written as [24]

(l/2l<.)0(n,1

(1)

where $(<1,(r) = ±cJ/7- + •p^'Ji'') and vdVV terms involving only f'__ are considered.
The explicit form of •ffll,(

T) utilized is wellknown in terms of <!+_,#+_, «++, '?++>
«__, /f__ and f' These are as defined in [-SO,'.!!]. \ (n) and b(n) are given by

The Factor O(n,.r) is a polynomial in x (= «+-' ') of degree n and is given by

The Coulomb sums S^khnn-. needed for various orders,the van der waals sums H,jHm,i.
due to dipole-dipole interactions and the repulsive sums (V/;l.|m7! (depend on the neighbour
order .1 = 1 and If) are available in liteiature [2-1,39,33].

The third order elastic constants can also be expressed in terms of the derivatives A,
B, C's of ¥'*'"('") which includes the van der Waals terms also [30,34]. Since only central
interactions are included in the present study the, Cauchy relations are satisfied between
elastic constants.

The SOECs can be obtained using the expression given in [35], The bulk modulus and
pressure derivative of bulk modulus can easily be evaluated by the usual lattice energy
expression, The pressure derivatives of the SOECs are related to TOECs [19].

= [-2(6',, + Cu) - (C,,, + 2Cni !)]/(Cn + 2CX2) (2a)

= [(C,, + Cu) - (C123 + 2Cn2)]/(Cu (26)

2(\2 2Cvl) (2c)

Temperature derivative of elastic, constants has important and significant role with
respect, to thermal, elastic, lattice dynamical and anharmonic properties oi crysials, Shri-
vastava [36] lias discussed the temperature dependence of elastic constants in terms of
phonon-lattice interactions. At a finite temperature these interactions develop a phonon
pressure in the crystal. The pressure is related with potentials which in the notalion of
[36] is given by:

The effective elastic constants are given in terms of propagation coefficients /Ij,.-^
and yjpft. Temperature derivatives of ppi, and Aaft-,s may then be determined by chain
differentiation in a cartesian coordinate system. By evaluating these for an isotropie
crystal one ultimately obtains [36]:

(•1)

This concept of phonon pressure can be utilized to calculate the temperature deriva-
tives of SOEC at constant pressure and at constant volume [36,37]. The? inclusion of
phonon pressure contribution leads to the following relationship for (d(.\jjd'V)p\

(<lCn/dT),, = (Cm + 2C,12 + Cu)oT (5«)

(<lCn/dT)P = ( C m + 2f ' m + Cu + 3 C l 2 ) o r (!)/>)

(dCu/dT}p = (CM + 2C166 - Cn + Cl2 + 3C«)«T (5c)

The corresponding expressions for the zero phonon pressure [3fij:

(dCu/<IT)r = (Cm + 'iCm + 2Cn + 2C,2)ar (6a)

(dC12/dT)F = (C\.a + 2CU2 + C,,) f lT (66)

(dC^/dT),, = (C, „ + 2f;1Bfi + 3C, j + 3r44)rv-r (6c)

Similar relationships for (dC,,ldT)v with phonon pressure are as follows:



{dCu/dT)v = - ( C u + 2CV2)aT (7a)

(dCu/dT), = 2(CU + 2Cu)aT (74)

• = -(2C11+C18-2C«)a r (7c)

where C,j and (?;,fc represent the second order and third order elastic constants, re-
spectively, aj- is the linear thermal expansion coefficient at temperature I1.

1 he anharmonicity of lattice vibrations is responsible for thermal expansion, as well
as for nonlinear acoustic behaviour. The linear thermal expansion coefficient can be
obtained from the well known relation :

where -v is the Gruneisen parameter, Ka (h'r) is the adiabat.ic (isothermal) compress-
ibility, C-p (Ov) the specific heat at constant, pressure (volume).

The overall anharmonicity can be expressed by a thermal Gn'ineisen gamma which
sums over all the phonon states. This is very similar to the mean long wavelength acoustic
mode Gruneisen parameter indicating a similar behaviour under pressure of modes in both
optic and acoustic branches across the Brillonin zone [19]. The Gruneisen parameter is
calculated by the usual expression

where <t>"' and $", represent the third and second spatial derivatives of the total energy
and ro is the equilibrium NN distance.

In a ferromagnetic insulator at low temperatures (below 7'c), the heat capacity is
entirely of magnetic origin, which is described by magnons (or spin waves), of energy
<jjm(q.?'). here <[ is a wave vector in the first Brillouin zone of the lattice defined by the
magnetic atoms, Magnons have thermal propel ties. The magnetic contribution to the
thermal expansion can be written as [7]:

Qm = 7™ATCm/;H/ (10)

where >„,(?„, are the magnetic. Gn'ineisen constant . magnetic specific heat, respec-
ti vely.

This spin wave contribution to the thermal expansion can be observed only at very
low temperature [7],

The lattice constant r(T) can be obtained following the proceed tire described in [25]
using

r(T) = r ( T V [ H ( 7 > " ( n l (11)

where H{T) - H(T) = j£,Cv[T)dT, and g is a constant depending on the crystal
[25].

Blackrnan [38] deduced an expression (or calculating the Debye temperature 0 ^ .
The low: energy thermal modes of vibration and long-wavelength mechanical modes of
vibration can be assumed to be equivalent at low temperature. This makes it possible to
calculate a limiting value, €>o, of the Debye temperature from measured elastic constant
at 0 K. The proceedure requires the calculation of one longitudinal and two transverse

sound-wave velocities as a function of direction in the crystal and then averaging of the
reciprocal of each velocity cubed over all directions. One can then calculate 0 ^ from an
apppToximate procedure described by Daniels [39]. At 0 K the expression derived bv de
Launay [40] can be used:

Qt = {9i\/(ixV)}(h/kf(C,i4/pf29/{l$ + ̂ )f(s-t)]U:i (12)
where the anisotropy factor f(s,t) is evaluated with the aid of numerical tables worked

out by de Launay [40].
The study of pressure-volume relationship has been very useful in understanding and

establishing pressure-induced phase transitions in rare-earth moiiochalcogenides. The
compressions of EuS and EuO crystals as a function of pressure can be described by the
first order Murnaghan equation of state [41]. It is given by

P = (Da/B')[(VaIVf - 1]

It can also be expressed as

[B'/BO)P]

Here P is the pressure, Bo is the bulk modulus at zero pressure and B' is the pressure
derivative of bulk modulus.

We would restrict our calculations to the transverse and longitudinal optical frequen-
cies (^'TO^LO) for the two compounds, UYO can be obtained using the well known formula
for ionic compounds [42,43]:

Here fo and f̂ , a.re, respectively, the static and optic dielectric constants. The general
trend that the wavelength of the phonon modes depends approximately on the reduced
mass p. of the ions of the oscillating system like A ~ ;; ' '2 is reasonably fulfilled just
as the Lyddane-Sachs-Teller (LST) relation, connecting LJ;,O and UJTO frequencies with
the optical arid static dielectric constants [2], The frequency of the longitudinal optical
phonon modes uĵ o is obtaind by the usual TST relation:

(15)

3 Results and Discussions

for total energy calculation we have included only the dipole-dipole contribut ion in the van
der Waals interactions along with long-range Coulomb and short-range repulsive energies.
The development of the potential model involves a combination of theoretical techniques,
emprical fit, and a few plausible assumptions and is described elsewhere [30,43]. So ^5 3

and i-p,,,, are taken to be independent of crystal environment. Since these interactons are
small at equilibrium sulphur-sulphur and oxide- oxide separation, this assumption should
not cause significant error. a(= p~l) and B-values of S2~ — S7~ and O2' — O2~ have been

taken from [44,45], but C parameter has been refitted in the present study.
For rare earth divalent monochakogenides the bulk modulus against nearest-neighbour

distance falls on a straight line, which is parallel to the alkali halides, indicating the



important contribution of ionic binding La these compounds, However Jayaraman et al.
[18] estimated the effective ionic charge, Zcjf — 1.7 i 0.03. This prompted us to use three
values of Z e.g. 2, 1.8, 1.7 in order to study the effect of ionicity.

The present calculations of SOECs are given in Table 2. In all the Tables that follow
a, b, c refer to calculations with 1~ 2, 1.8 and 1.7, respectively. From the Table it is
seen that our calculated values of Ctl for EuO and EuS are in good agreement with the
experimental values [12,13], except C\-i for EuS. Only the values of Cvi increase slightly
with decreasing Z.

In the case of NaCI type crystal the third order elastic constants C\\\,C\ri,C\m arc
negative and Ci^.C^m and Cut are positive. For I.he central force model, the calculated
values of TOEOs satisfy Cauchy relations. Cn2 — CW,; C'm = -̂isi; = CWJ. Since
individual TO EC's are siot available we compare only combination of TOECs. From
the Table 2 it is seen that our calculation for the dominant (Cm + 2Cnj) is much better
than the one made by Benbattouche et al. [19].

The calculated values of bulk modulus are in excellent agreement with experiment.
1 he computed pressure derivative of bulk modulus of EuS can be considered to be rea-
sonable. An interesting empirical relationship between Bo at atmospheric pressure and
specific volume (per ion pair) Vs {V, = Mjp) has been proposed by Anderson and Nafe
['16]. This relationship Bo ~ V* is found to hold for a particular class of compounds,
where the value n depends on the class of compounds. A plot of In B<> against inV, for
EuS and EuO along with data of available monochakogenides yields a nice straight line
with n~ 1.

The pressure derivative. dCu/dP for EuS crystal shown in Table 2 is in reasonable
agreement with experiment [19]. The calculated value of dC^jdP has a wrong sign, but as
Z is decreased the value approaches towards zero. The degree of agreement stems from the
domination of the largest Cm which appears in the nnmarators of these pressure deriva-
tives. Unlike all other pressure derivatives considered here, dC\t/dP does not involve
Cm in the expression and hence is not determined by the dominant nearest-neighbour
repulsive interactions. It is to be noted here that all good potentials yield very small
values, even negative values, for this quantity for alkali halidcs. The same trend has been
observed in alkali hydride and deuteride crystals [21]. The pressure derivatives of SOECs
for EuO are expected to be reasonable. But no useful comparison can be made due to
lark of experimental data.

The temperature derivatives at constant pressure and at constant volume are shown
in Table 2. Due to the nonavailability of experimental data for [dC,j/dT)p we estimated
the values of these using measured elastic constn'its at room temperature reported by
Benbattouche et al [19]. We see from Table 2 that some of our calculated values are
higher than those obtained in a manner just described. It is to be noted that the values
of (dCu/dT)p and (dC^/dTjp are negative whereas those for [d(,\-i/dT}p are slightly
positive but tends to zero as Z is decreased..

The phonon pressure inside the EuS crystal lattice for T = 0 - 300 K has been shown
in Fig. 1. Here the zero point phonon pressure has not been considered. For comparison
the phonon pressure calculation for a typical KC1 crystal is also included in the figure..

Levy [9] measured the crystal lattice parameters of EuS and EuO as a function ol
temperature by x ray goniometer in the Bragg configuration. On the other hand thermal
expansivities of a single crystal of EuO were determined by Argyle et al [7] in the tem-
perature range 25 - 250 K by a different strain-gauge method . We have calculated a at

room temperature which has been shown in Table 2. The lattice constants calculated from
temperature above the magnetic order temperature to room temperature were shown in
Figs 2a,b. r(T) for EuS at 20 and 35K were obtained from CV data between these two
temperatures [5]. For EuO, Cy at 80 and 100K were calculated using Cv = 38S8(T/(-)p)3

[ J/mol-K]. &o values were taken from experiment [12J. At temperature T < Tc (T.:{K)
= 16.5 for EuS and 69.4 for KuO) magnetic specific heat becomes comparable to lattice
specific heat, the formula can not be used. So r(T) values were calculated for T > Tc.

The magnetic volume anomaly for EuO at OK is —0.24%. This is the volume de-
formation which the lattice undergoes because it is magnetic and hence the lower than
expected r at T=0K. X-ray measurements of Levy [II] as a function of temperature of
the crystal lattice parameters of EuO and KuS reveal volume anomalies of — 0.3% and
—0.12%, respectively when the crystals are cooled through the Curie temperature. This
contraction has been assigned to the exchange-striction and the relative volume- variation
is proportional to the spin correlation function [11]. It is interesting to note that no
anomaly of the lattice constants has been detected in the EuSe and EuTe crystals [II]. It
can be seen from these figures that the computed values of r(T) agree reasonably well with
experiment, except near the order temperature. The dashed curve at low temperature is
the expected behaviour with normal lattice expansivity if there is no magnetic order [1].
But as a matter of interest we have calculated the linear thermal expansion coeflli ient
a(T) at 50 K (i.e. below 'i'c). We followed our proceedure but in a manner due to Argyle
et. al. [7]. The value we obtain is ~ IlxlO^A'"1, which is close to that found Irom the
experimental r(T) versus T curve given in Fig. 2b.

Our calculations for Qo have also been listed in Table 2. The computed values using
7j—'l are slightly better than those obtained with Z=1.7 or 1.8. At the piessent time
experimental data are not available for the Debye temperature (0£>) of EuO and EuS
crystal. But several workers derived the value of this quantity using experimental infor-
maton. OD values listed in Table 2 have been derived by Shapira and Reed [12] using the
elastic constants at 77K- Also included in the Table are the results obtained in the present
study along with those by Moruzzi and Teaney [5] from the specific heat measurements.
The measurements of &n by Moruzzi and Teaney [5] involves Debyc model. He used the
expresion for the lattice contribution to the specific heat at T<ĝ  0£i t It is observed from
Table 2 that our calculated values of 0/j are in agreement with those found by Moruzzi
and Teaney [5] and Shapira and Reed [12]. 0 D (not shown) calculated using Blackmail's
equation are 30% and 60% higher than 0/j for the two compounds respectively. It is to be
noted that the Debye temperature was derived by Shapira and Reed [12] at 77K. Strictly,
both ©D and the C,j depend on the temperature T, and only at T=0K Of) is determined
by the C\}. Therefore, the procedure of calculating 0o from C\} is valid only at T=0K.

Jayaraman [15] and Jayaraman et al [16] studied P-V relationship for these compounds
obtained from high pressure x-ray diffraction studies to ~ 30 GPa .They found that, rare-
earth ion in only EuO undergoes pressure-induced valence change from 2+ to 3+ state due
to 4f electron promotion. Furthermore only EuO undergoes a NaCI to C'sCI transition at
~40 GPa. Relatively lower pressure compression of EuS and EuO has been measured by
Stevenson [3] , Stevenson and Robinson[4] and Srivastava and Stevenson [8], All these
measurements made (upto p< 1 GPa at three different temperatures, not shown) aie the
same within experimental uncertainties. The compression is linear for P<0.2 - 0.3 GPa.
The room temperature compressions for both the compounds are linear for P~ 0 - 0.3
GPa and again so from ~ 0.35 - 1 GPa. At lower temperature the linearity is seen in ~



0 - 1 and ~ 0.3 - 1 GPa regions, But here the rate of volume contraction is much more
upto p ~ 0.25 GPa. This is more evident in EuO. We have computed the compression
for bot.li EuS and EuO upto P ~ "2.5 GPa. As can be seen from Fig. 3 our computed
values of V/Vo for the compound EuO reproduces nicely the experimental P-V data of
Javaraman el al [15,16] . For EuS there is agreement upto p ~ 5 GPa but the calculated
volume compression is found to be less compaied to experimental values above 5 GPa.

The calculated results of the phonon frequency are shown m Table 3. The experimental
data on t0 and r x and optical frequency of different authors differ for Eu-chalcogenides.
We have utilized the dielectric, constants obtained from reflection spectra. These, data
on optical frequency [14,47] are also shown in the Table. It is found that our calculated
values of uijg and uĵ o agree reasonably well with the experimental data. It may be
mentioned here that additional generalization of the relation (14) have been proposed
by many workers. Among these is Lundqvist [49] who proposed a modification of the
equation based tin a quantum-mechanical approach to the problem. The modification
suggests that the calculated value of LJTO would decrease or increase slightly if the value
of CM - Cvi is negative or positive, respectively. As can be seen this correction for EuO
can be neglected. But for EuS the value of w m is reduced if experimental elastic constant
data of Benbattoiiche et al [19] are used.

The overall description obtained with the relatively simple interionic potential model
is encouraging. The model and the techniques used in the present study appears to be
capable of predicting fairly well the elastic, optical frequencies and the temperature and
pressure dependences of various properties of the crystals under study.
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Table 1. Short-range potential parameters for interactions between
ion pairs.

Interaction

Eu" - Eu~

Eua+- S a "

Eu1^- O 1 '

s1"- s'1-

B(eV)

19471

880

1162

6041

22760

. 4 81

.94

.94

.6b>

, o < >

a ( A )

a)
0 .24678

0 .4483

0 .3689

0 . 4 0 4 1 h >

0.149°

C(eV Afc)

0 . 0

0 . 0

0 . 0

3 5 3 1 . 2 4

4 6 0 . 6 7

a) Electron gas calculation (our work).

b) S 1 " - S2" interactions taken Crom [44] except
that C__ has been refitted in the present study.

c) Hartree-Fock O 1 ' — 0 2 interactions taken from [45]
except that C_. has been refitted in the present study.

Table 2. Various properties of EuS and EuO crystals.

Properties values

EuS

2 6 . 5 1
22 .02
1 9 . 9 3

1.17
1.17
1. 17
1 .15+0 .
1 .31+0 .

0 .17
0 .18
0 .19
0 . 3 6 ± 0 .
0 . 1 1 + 0 .

0 .26
0 .26
0 .26
0 . 2 6 + 0 .
0 . 2 7 + 0 .

- 1 7 . 9
- I S . 8
- 1 9 . 6
• 4 0 . 6

01
05

02
08

01
01

EuO

3 2 . 7 6
2 7 . 4 7
2 4 . 8 8

1.928
1 .929
1 .90

-
1 . 9 2 + 0 . 0 6

0 . 4 9 9
0 . 5 2 7
0 .52

_
0 .425+0 .OS

0 . 5 4 5
0 . 5 4 6
0 . 5 3

-
0 . 5 4 2 + 0 . 0 1

- 3 1 . 0 2
- 3 3 . 3 9
- 3 4 . 1 5

_

L a t t i c e e n e r g y a
(eV)

(101 1 N

(1011 N.nf7 )

(1011 N. m'1)

( I D 1 ' N . TTT2 )

b
c

a
b
c
expt'
expt

a
b

expt
expt6

a
b
c
exptd

a
b
c
cal c
expt d ) -22 . 5
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?. . . +2C.^£

: i G 1 1 N - n T 2 )

- , + 2 C . . ,
( 1 3 i l l

(I011 N.rr."2 )

t
[ 1 O M N m " 1 )

d3T/dP

dC.. /dP
\\

dC,., /dP
t •"•-

dCA. /dP
AH

(dC.. /dTj-p
M i

(GPa K ^ ]

( d C . , , ' d T ) ^
i^- i

{GPa .K"1 )

( d C A M / d T ) p

(GPa, K"1 )

(dC,.. / d T ) v

(GPa. K^ )

(AC , , /dT),,

(GPa-K" 1 )

( d C , , / d T ) . -

(GPa .K" 1 )

a
b
c
calcdl

exptd)

a
b
c
calc^
expt=°

a
b
c
exptd^>
expt i'1
expt3)

a
b
c ,
exptd)

exptW

a
b
c .
exptd l

a
b

exptd)

a
b
c ,,
exptd l

a
c
expt *

a
c
expt *

a
c
expt *

a
c
expt *

a
c
expt *

a
b
expt *

-1.0
-1.4
- 1 . 6
- 2 . 6
- 2 . 5

- 1 . 0
- 1 . 4
- 1 . 6
- 2 . 6
- 6 . 3

0 . 6 4
0 . 6 3
0 . 6 2
0 . 6 3 ± 0 . 0 1
0 . 5 6
0 . 6 1 + . 0 5 1

4 . 1
4 . 4
4 . 6
6 .2

1 0 . 0
10.5
io. e
1 0 . 4 + 0 . 1

1 . 2
l . S
i . g
4 . 2 + 0 . 1

-0 . 54
- C . 2 5
- 0 . 1 1

0 . 2 2 + 0 . 0 7

-0 .0213
-0.0234
-0.0300

0.0009
0.0001

-0.0059

-0.0016
-0 .0023
-0.0037

-0.0019
-0 .0013
-0.0027

0.0038
0.0039
0.0055

-0 .0025
-0.0026
-0 .0031

-1 .86
-2 .68
-2.S2

-
-

-1 .86-
-2 .68
-2 .92

-
-

1.04
1.02
0.99

-
0.909
l . l t - 0 5

3 . 8 8
4 . 2 9
4 . 5 0

-
3 . 7 5

S .94
9 . 5 4
9 . 9 3

-

1.45
1 .72
1.81

-

-0 .55
-0 .28
-0 .19

-

-0 .0384
-0 .0426

-

0.0021
0.0007

-

- 0 . 0 0 2 2
- 0 . 0 0 3 6

-

- 0 . 0 0 3 9
- 0 . 0 0 3 9

-

0 . 0 0 7 7
0 . 0 0 7 8

-

- 0 . 0 0 4 3
- 0 . 0 0 4 3

-
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Linear thermal expansion
c o e f f i c i e n t . , ^ ( l C ' t pj-1 )
(298K)

a
c
expt d J
expt 0
expt •>)

Gruneisen parameter
O a
V b

e x p t ^
expt ^

Debye temperature
fin ! K) a

0 c
Elastic data6*1

Sp.heat datae>'
X-ray datak>

12.7
15.2
14.6
12.6
14.3

1.53
1.69
1.78
1 .48
1.93

265.3
264.5
2 7 6
252
205+16

13.2
16.7

-

13.2

1 .44
1 .64
1 .75

-
1.57

348
343
3 50
353

expt* : Obtained using experimental values of elastic
constant as explained in the text.

a, b and c refer to our calculations with 2=2, 1.8 and 1.7,
respectively.
d = Ref [19]; e = Hef [12]; £ = Ref [111; g = Re£ ;i6\-
h = Ret [15]; i = Ref [9] ; j = Ref ;43]; k = Ref [211.

rable 1. Phonon frequencies of EuS and EuO crystals.

Properties
EuS

values

EuO

A 0

d o "

( I D 1 3

s

s

- 1 )

- i ,

a
c
expt1 '

a

expt l )

3
3
3

5
5
5

. 65

. 6 0

.364

.62

. 5 3

. 0 3

3.93
3.85
3.44

9.44
9.25
8.22

a and c refer to our calculations with Z = 2 and 1.7,
respectively.

t = Ret [14,47] .
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• tXDt.
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Temperature (K)

250 300
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

T (K)

Fig. 1. Phonon pressure inside EuS lattice from 0 - 300K (zero point
phonon pressure excluded). Calculation for a typical alkali
haZide crystal, KC1 [36] is also shown for comparison

Fig. 2a. r versus temperature (T) of EuS crystals,
o exptl [9), — calc (This work).
The dotted line is the expected extrapolation if only lattice
expansion is considered.
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2.5750

2.5730

2.5710

i, 2.5690

2.5670 h

2.5850 h

2.5630
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500

T (K)

Fig. 2b. r versus temperature (T) of EuO crystals,
o exptl [9], — calc (This work).
The dotted line is the expected extrapolation if only lattice
expansion is r-oiisidered.

0.95 h

0.85

0.75

25 30

Fig. 3. The compressibility of EuS and EuO crystals.

EuS : ^ exptl [15,16]; calc (This work)

EuO : + exptl [15,16]; .... calc (This work).
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